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THE FOLLOWING LIST highlights authors whose books are especially appealing to babies and toddlers because of the artwork, subject matter and simplicity of text. Books can be found shelved alphabetically by the author's last name in the picture book area unless otherwise indicated. Branch holdings vary.

BARTON, BYRON
Barton's use of simple, bold illustrations perfectly complement his books for young children about all the subjects that fascinate this age group, including Airplane, Boats, Trains, Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs, Airport, I Want To Be an Astronaut and others.

BROWN, MARGARET WISE
Goodnight Moon and The Runaway Bunny have been comforting childhood favorites for generations. They are especially nice to share at bedtime. Many of her books are being reissued with new illustrations including the delightful Another Important Book.

CARLE, ERIC
Large, colorful pictures and a simple, cumulative story that builds on itself characterize Eric Carle's classics The Very Hungry Caterpillar, The Mixed-up Chameleon and The Very Busy Spider.

CARLSTROM, NANCY WHITE
Toddlers will delight in the antics of Carlstrom's warm bear family in her series of books about the loveable Jesse Bear. Current titles include, Jesse Bear, What Will You Wear? Better Not Get Wet, Jesse Bear, It's About Time Jesse Bear and How Do You Say It Today, Jesse Bear?

CUETARA, MITTIE
Terrible Teresa and Other Very Short Stories and The Crazy Crawler Crane and Other Very Short Truck Stories are just right in length and silliness for the toddler audience.

CHORAO, KAY
Chorao has collected poems, rhymes, songs and short stories meant to be shared with the youngest members of the household in her books, The Baby's Story Book, The Baby's Lap Book, The Baby's Bedtime Book, and The Baby's Good Morning Book. The Bedtime and Good Morning Books are available on video.

CREWS, DONALD
Minimal text and bright, graphic drawings characterize Crew's work for the youngest set. Titles include Parade, School Bus, Harbor, Truck, Freight Train and Carousel.

DAY, ALEXANDRA
A huge Rottweiler named Carl becomes caregiver and fellow adventurer to a lucky baby in this series of wordless books. Carl's escapades can be found in Carl Goes Shopping, Carl's Birthday and Follow Carl.
FLEMING, DENISE
Fleming’s charming torn-paper illustrations are a perfect complement to her simple stories. Favorites include *Mama Cat Has Three Kittens*, *Barnyard Banter*, *Time To Sleep and Count!*

HAYES, SARAH
Play along with your toddler as you share *Stamp Your Feet: Action Rhymes* and *Clap Your Hands: Finger Rhymes.*

HUGHES, SHIRLEY
Always a favorite with the preschool set, Hughes has recently created a series of simple books for toddlers entitled, *Giving, Bouncing, Hiding and Chatting.* The *Nursery Collection* contains five of her previously published books, attractively packaged in one volume.

LEBRUN, CLAUDE
Lebrun’s series of books focus on Little Brown Bear’s fears, needs and fun times.

MARTIN, BILL JR.
Martin’s *Brown Bear, Brown Bear What Do You See?*, *Polar Bear, Polar Bear What Do You Hear?* and *Chicka Chicka Boom Boom* are perfect for this age group because of the bright illustration and predictable text sequence.

MILLER, MARGARET
Photographer Miller has created a series of guessing books just challenging enough for the pre-preschooler. Included are *Whose Hat?*, *Whose Shoe?*, *Who Uses This?*, *Can You Guess?* and *Guess Who?*

ROCKWELL, ANNE
Kids who can’t get enough of vehicles and other things that go will enjoy Rockwell’s many books including *Boats*, *Honk, Honk*, *Trucks*, *Plane*, *Big Wheels*, *Fire Engines*, *Bikes* and *Machines.* Two new collections of simple stories, *Long Ago Yesterday* and *Once Upon a Time This Morning* are also winners.

SIS, PETER
Sis’ nearly wordless books *Fire Truck*, *Ship Ahoy*, *Dinosaur* and *Trucks*, *Trucks*, *Trucks* will delight toddlers who share these childhood fascinations.

TAFFURI, NANCY
Large illustrations, bold colors and simple text make all of Taffuri’s book standouts for this age group. Look for, *This is the Farmer*, *The Ball Bounced* and *Spots, Feathers and Curly Tails.*

WELLS, ROSEMARY
Look for Wells’ stories about bunny siblings Max and Ruby.

WOLFF, ASHLEY
Young siblings Stella and Roy share adventures in *Stella and Roy* and *Stella and Roy Go Camping.*
SPECIAL TODDLER BOOKS:

jP Ahlberg  Ahlberg, Janet
          *The Baby’s Catalogue*

jP Bang  Bang, Molly
          *Ten, Nine, Eight*

jP Cooke  Cooke, Trish
          *So Much*

jP Freeman  Freeman, Donald
          *Corduroy*

jP Hale  Hale, Sara J.
          *Mary Had A Little Lamb*

jP Ho  Ho, Mifong
          *Hush!: A Thai Lullaby*

jP Mother Goose  Beaton, Clare
          *Mother Goose Remembers*

jP Priddy  Priddy, Roger
          *Baby's Book of Nature*

jP Rosen  Rosen, Michael
          *We're Going On a Bear Hunt*

jP Shott  Shott, Stephen
          *Baby's World: A First Picture Catalog*

jP Steptoe  Steptoe, John
          *Baby Says*

jP Wilkcs  Wilkcs, Angela
          *My First Word Book*

jP Williams  Williams, Vera B.
          "More More More" Said The Baby: 3 Love Stories
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